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KARNIVOOL PROVE 10 YEARS ON 
THEY’RE BETTER THAN EVER 

� 

14 May 2015 / Dylan Evans 

Stripped of their early days of a heavier, almost nu-metal like sound 
and reemerging in Perth’s underground progressive rock scene, 
Karnivool have since gone on to release three full-length albums and 
become one of Australia’s most beloved alternative rock acts, with 
frequent plays on radio and TV across the country. 

That’s why it’s almost hard to believe that 10 years have already flown 
by since the release of Karnivool’s landmark debut LP Themata, and 
in honour of their roots, the Perth quintet have decided to play the 
album in full across the country as part of the ‘Themata Decade Tour’. 

It was an extremely frosty night in Melbourne, so fans and punters 
were already swarming the stage as to avoid the cold, and were treated 
to the likes of Cairo Knife Fight, a two-piece hailing from 
Christchurch, who opened for the night. 
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The New Zealand duo started up by playing some very dense, doom 
metal-esque riffs backed by slow, purposeful snare and kick hits, but it 
was when drummer Nick Gaffaney opened his mouth to sing that the 
whole venue raised a universal eyebrow. Instead of deep, guttural lows 
that was expected, Gaffaney instead pounded the mic with soaring, 
almost hair-metal like vocals, singing each and every line with the 
utmost gusto. 

This kind of dichotomy was what made Cairo Knife Fight a 
hypnotizing watch. George Pajon slaved away into some heavy riffs 
while the multi-instrumentalist Gaffaney really sparked some talent, 
especially when it came to live recording vocal loops with reverb and 
delay and having them form the walls of their final number ‘Big Face’. 

After a long wait, the curtains were drawn, but Karnivool took their 
time to arrive, with Vooligans venue-wide getting antsy. Soon enough 
though, the band graced the stage with their presence, with Ian Kenny 
asking “How you doing Melbourne?” before launching into album 
opener ‘C.O.T.E.’ 

A sea of heads all nodded along simultaneously to the infectious 
opening riff before falling silent to sing along with Kenny who took 
center-stage with his humble, soft vocals. 

“Are you willing to choose what I have in my mind? Say it loud, with 
a voice of no reason in mind.” 
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Every fan followed along with almost each and every line, but an 
overwhelming sense of credit must be given to the band themselves for 



sounding not only ridiculously well-rehearsed but also incredibly 
cohesive as a whole. The momentary pauses in title track of ‘Themata’ 
were excruciatingly on point that it really solidified the band’s 
attention to detail. 
The band then blitzed through the likes of ‘Shutterspeed’ and ‘Fear Of 
The Sky’ with the help of the unified voice of the crowd and, especially 
during the opening few bars of ‘Roquefort’ in which Kenny beckoned 
everyone to join in. 
After the monstrously heavy interlude of ‘Scarabs’ the band changed it 
up, with Drew Goddard and Mark Hosking exchanging their axes for 
acoustic guitars on the likes of ‘Sewn and Silent’, a more mellow 
number, once again led by Kenny’s passionately emotive vocals. 
After ploughing through the crushingly heavy ‘Mauseum’, Goddard 
took time to thank the crowd for their continued support over the 
years. He went on to reminisce about how they played their first ever 
Melbourne show in the very same venue. “Just right over there, in 
fact” he explained, pointing his finger at the adjacent stage. He drew 
parallel to the “very fertile” rock scene of Perth at that time, with 
memorial shout outs to those they outlasted; such as Heavy Weight 
Champ, Frankenbok, and the like. 
“Melbourne has always been our second home, we love it here… Just 
fix the weather would you? Fuckin’ hell,” he mused, to an uproar of 
laughter and applause. 

The band thanked the crowd and left the stage to give the crowd a 
breather, before returning to play Themata’s final offering in the form 
of ‘Change’. A slow-burning, more progressive number, that had fans 
singing along to the soft-spoken lyrics. But it was when the band 
segued into the tribal-sounding drums of the song’s second half that 
the crowd really lost control. 

Distorted guitar riffs and sparse percussion leading into some of 
Kenny’s most impressive vocal melodies make ‘Change’ one of the 
band’s finest and most illustrious songs of their career. 

“You’ll never leave this world alone, if I become a martyr to the stars. 
Become a model to the same side that I’ve been fighting, I’m still 
afraid to crawl.” 
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What followed is something that could be described as a cute inversion 
of a typical concert, in which an artist follows their set with some old 
material, Karnivool had exhausted their repertoire and instead 
indulged the audience with some of their newer cuts in the form of 
‘Simple Boy’ and ‘We Are’ taken from their albums Sound Awake and 
Asymmetry, respectively. 
The group then treated fans to a clandestine new track (rumoured to 
be titled ‘Aozora’), which was a classic ‘Vool number, featuring an 
instantly memorable chorus, side by side with the technical guitar-
work of their newer material. Notorious for writing material of the 
span of several years, and while most song end up transforming over 
the process, this at least solidified that the Perth musicians weren’t 
about to call it quits anytime soon. 
Karnivool ended their first night of the Melbourne leg of the tour off 
the tail of fan-favourite ‘New Day’, which, in all honesty, couldn’t be a 
more accurate description of the band’s coming days. Looking toward 
the future, but not without acknowledging their roots and appreciating 
where they came from. 
Upcoming Shows 

Friday May 15 – Kay Street, TRARALGON  
Saturday May 16 – Wool Exchange, GEELONG  
Tuesday May 19 – The Gov, ADELAIDE  
Thursday May 21 – Discovery, DARWIN  
Friday May 22 – Metro City, PERTH 
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